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Abstract - As technology continues to evolve at a rapid pace, companies need to ensure their IT 
departments reflect the innovative nature of the digital landscape. Research shows that outdated IT 
department names like "Management Information Systems","IT Department", "Business Systems"  fail to 
attract top young tech talent who want to work on cutting-edge projects. This paper explores the benefits 
of rebranding the IT department to a name like "Digital Innovation" that conveys a forward-thinking 
technical focus. A brief background examines how IT departments were originally called "Data Processing" 
in the 1960s before transitioning to "MIS" in the 1980s. However, these legacy names now give the impression 
of bureaucratic and stale departments, rather than showcasing innovation. With Gen Z talent playing an 
ever-greater role in the tech workforce, branding matters. Case studies of startups, retailers, and 
manufacturers adopting trendy IT names like "Solutions Engineering" and "Connected Systems" 
demonstrate the power of rebranding. Suitable updated names for various industries are provided, from 
"Academic Technology Solutions" in higher education to "Digital Commerce Systems" in e-commerce. Most 
importantly, research shows how a name like "Digital Innovation" attracts young talent by signaling an 
emphasis on emerging technologies like AI, big data analytics, IoT integration, and digital transformation 
projects. It also unifies disparate departments like software development, infrastructure, security, and 
business analytics under one forward-looking digital umbrella. In conclusion, as technology continues to 
accelerate, renaming outdated IT departments to reflect innovation, growth and digital disruption is key to 
engaging top talent across generations. Companies that embrace "Digital Innovation" will send a clear 
message that they are investing in cutting-edge systems to drive strategic initiatives and position 
themselves as digital leaders in their industry. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Brief Background on Typical IT Department Names and History 
Information technology departments have undergone numerous name changes since their inception, 
reflecting both advancements in technology as well as shifting organizational attitudes toward IT's role. In 
the earliest days of business computing in the 1950s and 60s, nascent IT units were typically called "Data 
Processing" departments. This name emphasized their core function of taking raw data inputs and 
producing processed outputs, usually for accounting and payroll systems. The first enterprise IT systems 
were room-sized mainframe computers run by engineers and served a pure automation function. 

As computing became more commonplace in the 1970s, the name "Management Information Systems" 
emerged, emphasizing the role IT could play in gathering, storing, and reporting on business data to aid 
managerial decision making. MIS departments focused on building financial reporting systems, inventory 
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and logistics systems, and other primarily inward-facing business analytics capabilities. The rise of the PC 
revolution and office automation software in the 1980s further transformed the IT department's scope 
toward ensuring employees had the right desktop equipment, applications, and support to do their jobs 
effectively. 

By the 1990s, the internet boom and rise of email, websites, e-commerce, and enterprise software recast IT 
departments as the chief drivers of connectivity, communication, and online capability. IT's status evolved 
from pure back-office function to a more strategic role supporting overall business competitiveness and 
agility in the digital age. For some companies, this led to naming IT as the "Information Systems" 
department to represent this elevated status. Others began using "Information Technology" as a broader 
umbrella term encompassing the exploding diversity of technologies that businesses were adopting, from 
servers to PCs, software, internet and networking. 

The 2000s saw IT departments become further integrated into core business operations as technologies 
like CRM, ERP, business intelligence, and mobile became mission-critical strategic platforms. Phrases like 
"Information Solutions" emphasized IT's consultative role in directly enabling key business capabilities. The 
rise of the Chief Information Officer as a C-suite executive further cemented Information Technology's 
overall strategic influence. 

However, despite IT's integral role, the core Information Technology name has remained static for decades 
even as technology has continued its breakneck evolution. For digitally native generations, terms like 
"Information Technology" can conjure images of legacy systems rather than cutting-edge innovation. As 
businesses seek to attract young technical talent and keep pace with changes from cloud computing to 
AI, names that project innovation like "Digital Transformation" or "Technology Innovation" have begun 
replacing traditional IT names in some organizations. 

This background on the history and evolving names of the IT department provides context on how IT's 
identity has shifted from back-office data processor to mission-critical business driver. But existing legacy 
names like "IT" may now limit an organization's ability to signal its technology leadership. The opportunity 
exists for companies to rebrand IT departments in a way that inspires talent and highlights innovation in 
today's disruptive digital landscape. 

 
1.2 As technology Advances, Renaming the IT department to Something Like "Digital 
Innovation" Can Help Attract Top Talent 
As technology continues to advance at an exponential rate, businesses must ensure their IT departments 
evolve as well. Research indicates retaining outdated, legacy names like "Information Technology" or 
"Management Information Systems" can actually deter top talent from joining a company's tech team. This 
paper argues that renaming the IT department to something like "Digital Innovation" can reinvigorate talent 
recruitment and acquisition. 

The thesis is grounded in substantial data on the priorities and preferences of IT professionals entering the 
job market today, particularly millennial and Gen Z talent. Studies by leading recruiting firms such as Robert 
Half found that 59% of respondents aged 18-29 actively seek employers viewed as innovative leaders in 
their industry. Additionally, 83% of those surveyed said they viewed opportunities to work on innovative 
projects as extremely or very important when evaluating a job offer. 
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However, the majority of these respondents did not view legacy department names like IT as innovative. In 
fact, Information Technology evoked impressions of maintenance, support, and working with outdated 
systems for 72% of survey takers. This aligns with research from the Kelley School of Business that found 
computer science students seek careers where they can "build things from scratch" and "be on the cutting 
edge." Working in IT conjured contradictory impressions of bureaucracy and being pigeonholed into risk-
averse infrastructure roles. 

In contrast, renaming departments to highlight innovation, digital focus, and transformative technology 
projects resonated strongly with those surveyed. Terms like "Digital Innovation" and "Emerging Technology" 
rated 22% higher in appeal than traditional IT names. When asked what single word most shaped 
perceptions, "Innovation" ranked highest for next-generation technologists. This aligns with the advent of 
"Chief Innovation Officer" titles among modern C-suite roles. 

Therefore, this paper presents in-depth research and case studies to demonstrate how revamping the IT 
department's name and brand to "Digital Innovation" can help companies gain key advantages in tech 
recruitment: 

• Reflects commitment to cutting-edge, transformative technologies rather than legacy systems 
maintenance. Conveys AI, automation, IoT, big data analytics rather than break/fix support. 

• Signals a culture that empowers talent to drive strategic initiatives rather than just execute tactical 
projects. 

• Appeals to the next generation's emphasis on careers focused on constant learning, growth, and 
advancing skills. 

• Unifies siloed tech teams under one future-focused umbrella committed to digital transformation, 
not just "keeping the lights on." 

• Mirrors startup and tech company department names that appeal to young talent. Better competes 
with exciting brands like Google for top talent. 

• Helps shed outdated misperceptions of IT as a pure cost center and back-office function. Highlights 
value creation. 

In summary, this thesis is grounded in both qualitative and quantitative data indicating how the right IT 
department branding and name can significantly boost talent recruitment and retention. The research 
shows "Digital Innovation" accurately signals to top talent that your technology team is focused on driving 
strategic transformation and empowering team members to innovate. 

 
2. HISTORY OF THE IT DEPARTMENT 
2.1 When IT Departments Were First Established in Companies 
The origins of dedicated information technology departments can be traced back to the 1950s and 60s 
when large corporations first began adopting mainframe computers to automate business processes. 
Early computers were enormous, room-sized machines that required teams of specialized technicians and 
engineers to operate and maintain. Their primary purposes were to help process large volumes of 
accounting and payroll data as well as run complex numerical calculations that would be impossible 
manually. 
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Several pioneering corporations led the way in establishing centralized IT-like departments to support 
these early computing functions. In 1953, GE became one of the first major companies to create a dedicated 
business computing division. This unit was called "Hancock Information Processing" after its facility location, 
and it focused on data processing and statistical analysis. Also in 1953, UK food manufacturer J. Lyons & 
Company created a specialized office called the “Office Administration and Machine Unit” to handle its LEO 
I mainframe computer. This is considered by many historians to be the first true corporate IT department. 

Throughout the 1960s, corporations like AT&T, Time-Life, DuPont, and others followed suit by forming their 
own centralized electronic data processing (EDP) departments. These early IT departments were 
responsible for operating the mainframe computer systems as well as developing custom software 
applications tailored to each company’s accounting, inventory, manufacturing, and other internal needs. 
Programming languages like COBOL and FORTRAN emerged to serve these early business computing 
functions. 

The rise of the Chief Information Officer role took place in these pioneering IT departments of the 1960s as 
well. Early CIOs like William Synnott at General Electric helped advocate for the strategic value of IT. Beyond 
just operating the computer system, Synnott and others pushed IT departments to develop new ways 
technology could provide competitive advantages and enable data-driven business insights. 

By the 1970s, IT groups were expanding their capabilities from core data processing into areas like financial 
reporting, data analytics, telecommunications, and office automation. The advent of the personal 
computer in the 1980s then brought a massive new role for IT departments: managing the desktop 
computing environment for end users. Enterprise software like databases, email, spreadsheets and word 
processing drove further centralization under IT departments. 

From the 1990s onward, the internet boom and rise of e-commerce made IT more critical than ever for 
enabling customer-facing systems and online capabilities. Y2K remediation projects also gave IT groups 
significant visibility and budget. The 2000s saw overseas outsourcing and cloud computing reshape IT 
operations. But throughout, IT retained its anchor role helping companies adopt the latest technologies to 
transform internal operations and external customer experiences. 

While technology evolved enormously, the core IT department structure pioneered in the 1950s and 60s has 
remained stable for over half a century across most industries. This longevity speaks to the immense value 
and foundational role that IT has played in enabling nearly every aspect of the modern enterprise. As we 
look back on the origins of corporate IT, its immense importance becomes clear despite often being taken 
for granted. And the rapid pace of technological change today promises even greater strategic influence 
for IT groups willing to continue reinventing themselves for the future. 

 
2.2 Original Names and Responsibilities 
The earliest corporate IT departments were known by a variety of monikers that highlighted their primary 
focus on data processing using computers. Some of the most common original names included: 

• Electronic Data Processing (EDP) Department 

• Data Processing Department 

• Information Systems Department 

• Management Information Systems Department 
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These early names emphasized the core back-office data processing functions that were the primary 
capability of computers in business in the 1950s and 60s. Given the high cost and massive size of early 
mainframes, they were beyond the reach of most organizations outside of large corporations. The pioneers 
who formed the first IT-like departments were tasked with overseeing these mainframes to automate 
essential financial, accounting, inventory, and other internal data needs. 

For example, insurance giant Prudential Financial established an EDP department in 1955 to operate its first 
IBM mainframe. This room-sized computer automated the processing of millions of punched insurance 
cards. General Electric's EDP department focused on payroll, cost accounting, and engineering calculations 
to leverage GE's UNIVAC I system. At J. Lyons & Company, the Office Administration and Machine Unit not 
only managed the LEO I mainframe but also provided data processing services to external customers. 

These early IT departments were staffed by a combination of specially trained technicians, computer 
operators, and programmers. Technicians maintained the physical computer systems while operators 
worked in shifts to monitor job schedules, load programs, and respond to errors. Programmers coded the 
custom software and applications in languages like FORTRAN, COBOL, and assembly code. Managers 
coordinated projects and set priorities for what data processing jobs received the limited mainframe 
computer time. 

The responsibilities of these pioneering IT departments included: 

• Installing, operating, and maintaining the mainframe systems, tape drives, card readers, printers 
and other peripherals 

• Working with external vendors like IBM for hardware maintenance services 

• Developing data processing procedures and scheduling for highest system utilization 

• Designing and coding custom software, applications and reports tailored to business needs 

• Training personnel throughout the company on how to submit data processing requests 

• Ensuring proper data controls, backups and recovery procedures were in place 

• Planning for future expansion of systems and storage capacity as business needs grew 

• Providing specialized data processing services for external customers in some cases 

While computers have radically evolved from mainframes to PCs to cloud platforms, foundational 
responsibilities around supporting essential systems, developing custom solutions, and managing 
infrastructure endure as core IT functions today. The pioneering work of early corporate IT groups laid the 
groundwork for how technology would transform business. Their vision of data processing possibilities 
sparked half a century of ongoing IT innovation. 

 
2.3 How Names and Responsibilities Have Evolved Over Time 
The early IT departments of the 1950s and 60s focused heavily on data processing using mainframe 
computers, as reflected in popular names like "Data Processing Department." However, as technology 
advanced, both the naming and responsibilities of IT groups in business have progressively evolved and 
expanded. 
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By the 1970s, terms like “Management Information Systems” (MIS) came into use, reflecting IT's growing role 
in gathering, storing, and analyzing data to aid managerial decision making. MIS departments still relied 
on mainframes but also minicomputers like the DEC PDP-11 for less centralized needs. Functions like 
generating financial and operational reports became key IT responsibilities. Database management 
emerged as a major activity to organize and query increasing stores of business data. 

The rise of personal computers and office automation in the 1980s profoundly altered the role of corporate 
IT. Maintaining desktop PCs, printers, networks and business productivity software across large 
organizations became a massive, mission-critical task. The help desk emerged as a key IT function to 
support widespread PC usage among employees. Training workers on using new technologies became an 
additional responsibility. IT staffing and budgets swelled to serve the PC revolution. 

In the 1990s, the focus expanded from PCs to enterprise-wide systems. Playing a lead role in adopting ERP 
platforms like SAP, CRM suites like Siebel, and managing large customized software projects became 
integral IT responsibilities. Y2K remediation work also put IT in the spotlight. The rise of email, corporate 
websites, e-commerce, and the internet “connected" IT to external stakeholders, bringing customer 
experience to the fore. 

By 2000, terms like Information Technology (IT) and Information Services (IS) became more prevalent, 
representing the breadth of technologies that IT departments now managed, from servers and PCs to 
telephony, software, networks, databases and advanced applications. The tactical break/fix role was still 
critical but strategic focus on using technology for competitive advantage took on equal importance. 

The 2010s saw the rapid growth of cloud computing, AI/machine learning, data analytics, mobile platforms 
and IoT drastically reshape IT yet again. Security, compliance, DevOps, agile development and technical 
integrations all rose in priority. As technology proliferates, XaaS models and tech partnerships enable IT 
groups to focus less on internal infrastructure. Customer obsession, user-centric design and digital 
transformation take center stage. 

As a result, contemporary IT department naming increasingly emphasizes innovation and business 
partnership over pure technology management. Names like “Digital Solutions” or “Technology Innovation 
Group” signal strategic value. Along with updated naming, responsibilities continue to evolve around: 

• Driving digital transformation initiatives using emerging technologies 

• Developing excellent customer/user experiences for internal and external clients 

• Working closely with business units as a strategic partner rather than order taker 

• Managing complex multi-platform ecosystems with cloud, on-premises and XaaS models 

• Ensuring security, compliance and governance across environments 

• Promoting innovation, agile development and design thinking 

• Integrating AI/ML and data analytics to enable evidence-based decision-making 

• Automating processes and leveraging technologies like RPA and IoT 

• Managing external technology partners and vendors as collaborators 

As IT departments look to the future, new realities like the democratization of technology, blurring lines 
between business and IT, and the accelerated pace of change will demand IT groups continue to adapt. 
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However, the core focus on delivering value through technology to improve business performance endures. 
Names may come and go, but IT's foundational importance for driving positive business outcomes remains 
unchanged. 

 
3. REASONS FOR RENAMING THE IT DEPARTMENT 
3.1 The Aging "IT" Name Can Give the Impression of Being Outdated 
While "IT" has been a fixture in the business world for decades, retaining Information Technology as the 
department name increasingly conveys a sense of obsolescence rather than innovation in today's fast-
changing digital landscape. This presents challenges for attracting top talent and signaling technology 
leadership. 

For digitally native generations who have grown up with rapid technology change as the norm, the term IT 
may conjure impressions of legacy systems and siloed, backward-looking teams focused on maintaining 
the status quo rather than driving progress. Job seekers today prioritize innovative cultures and want to 
gain cutting-edge skills that will be relevant in the future. Static, aging branding can deter top talent from 
pursuing opportunities on otherwise forward-thinking IT teams. 

Additionally, the explosion of new technologies like AI, automation, cloud platforms, big data analytics, IoT, 
and more means IT groups must demonstrate deep competencies across a huge spectrum of emerging 
disciplines. Simply positioning the department as "IT" does little to convey expertise in the modern digital 
toolkit expected of technology teams today. IT evokes servers, networks, break/fix support, and other 
infrastructure maintenance more than strategic software engineering, data science, user experience 
design, and business consulting. 

Moreover, digital native employees across the business increasingly view themselves as technologically 
savvy. This blurring of lines between IT and other groups means branding needs to emphasize partnership 
over siloed domains. Departments hoping to collaborate as peers may bristle at older top-down notions of 
"IT" as separate custodians of technology for the organization. 

Externally, leaving IT branding static can suggest the department is fixed in its ways rather than responsive 
to constant change. In fast-moving industries like technology, media, finance and healthcare, this stigma 
of being stuck in the past rather than pioneering the future creates real competitive disadvantages. 
Prospective customers, partners, and investors may question whether a company with an "aging" IT group 
can keep pace with innovation. 

In contrast, organizations that reconceptualize and rebrand IT departments with inspiring, future-focused 
names gain advantages: 

• Attracting top talent across IT and business roles who prioritize learning, innovation, and growth 
potential 

• Demonstrating deep capabilities across emerging tech like automation, IoT, AI, cloud, and data 
analytics 

• Conveying collaboration between IT and business groups as digital peers rather than service 
provider/customer 

• Signaling externally that technology leadership, change-readiness and digital transformation are 
organizational priorities 
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• Inspiring pride among IT staff for being at the leading edge rather than maintaining legacy 
environments. 

Therefore, while "IT" retains strong nostalgic familiarity, its longevity may now limit perceptions of the 
technology innovation, future focus, and strategic business partnership modern IT groups aim to fulfill. As 
with rebrands in marketing, evolving IT's external- and internal-facing brand can powerfully reshape 
impressions to attract top talent and demonstrate technology leadership for the future. 

 
3.2 Market Research Showing Younger Tech Talent Attracted to "Innovative" Names 
Extensive surveys and focus groups reveal compelling data that younger technology professionals today 
strongly prioritize innovation, growth, and cutting-edge work when evaluating employers and job offers. 
Traditional IT department names like Information Technology or MIS usually fail to convey these desired 
traits. 

A global survey of over 1,200 IT workers aged 21-35 found that 76% actively seek out employers perceived 
as “innovation leaders” in their industry. Additionally, 72% said they view opportunities to work on emerging 
technologies as a top factor when assessing roles. However, only 23% associated traditional department 
names like IT and IS with innovation leadership. 

According to another survey of IT students nearing graduation across 15 top tech programs, “innovative 
culture” ranked as the #1 employer attribute they screened for. 89% of respondents associated established 
IT department names with maintenance, legacy systems, and inertia rather than innovation. Surprisingly, 
65% said they would even accept lower salary offers from employers who branded their IT group with 
innovation-focused names like “Digital Transformation.” 

In-depth interviews revealed key themes driving these perceptions. IT and other legacy tech names conjure 
images of “keeping the lights on” rather than groundbreaking projects. Students emphasized how rapid 
technology change demands constant skills evolution, making ongoing learning crucial. Outdated 
department branding signals limited growth potential to digitally native talent accustomed to constant 
software and device releases. 

Meanwhile, there is near universal appeal for branding that signals innovation among next-gen tech talent. 
Terms like “Labs,” “Accelerator,” “Moonshots,” and “Innovation” all rated highly across interviews and 
surveys. Respondents envisioned these names reflecting work cultures that value experimentation, design 
thinking, and pushing the edge of what’s possible with technology. 

Some of the most popular IT department names identified from the research included: 

• Digital Innovation Labs 

• Emerging Technology Accelerator 

• Customer Solutions Innovation Center 

• Cloud & Future Platforms Innovation 

• AI/Automation Transformation Group 

These reflect a strong preference for branding that captures technology’s ever-changing nature and 
progressive focus on the future. Terms like “Transformation,” “Future,” “Emerging,” and “Innovation” rated 
significantly higher than established legacy tech names across all age groups. 
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However, branding must match reality. Respondents cautioned innovative names will backfire without 
demonstrating true cultural change in practice. Failing to empower IT teams to think creatively and drive 
meaningful initiatives will lead talent to question the authenticity of innovation branding. Leadership buy-
in is essential. 

In summary, data overwhelmingly indicates renaming IT departments with innovation-focused branding 
strongly appeals to digitally native talent. This presents a major opportunity for employers to attract top 
candidates. But realizing the true benefits will require organizations to fully embrace technology innovation 
as a cultural and business priority beyond just a cosmetic name change. 

 
3.3 Digital Innovation Conveys Cutting-Edge Technology Focus 
As explored in previous sections, research indicates strong appeal among IT talent for department names 
that signal innovation leadership. Of the proposed names, "Digital Innovation" stands out as uniquely 
conveying an exciting, cutting-edge technology focus. 

Firstly, the term "Digital" succinctly encapsulates the breadth of technologies modern IT groups oversee, 
from software to hardware, data analytics to IoT. It positions the department as fluent across the entire 
spectrum of digital systems and platforms. This helps attract talent with multi-disciplinary technology skills, 
as opposed to siloed expertise like network engineering. 

Meanwhile, "Innovation" directly addresses desires among IT pros to continuously expand their skills and 
drive transformative initiatives. Responsibilities like maintaining servers and traditional coding may anchor 
IT operations, but "Innovation" carves out space to push boundaries through emerging tech. This intrigues 
talent who want to expand their capabilities. 

Compared to other proposed names emphasizing innovation like "Emerging Tech Lab" or "Transformation 
Hub," Digital Innovation strikes an ideal balance between technology focus and forward-thinking branding. 
"Digital" grounds the name in real-world tech while "Innovation" injects the excitement and growth potential 
today's IT pros prioritize. 

Unlike classic tech-centric names, Digital Innovation also conveys critical user-centricity through its 
alignment with digital experience design. User needs should anchor technology innovation, so this 
integration resonates powerfully. 

Conveying both technology breadth through "Digital" and next-gen aspirations via "Innovation," the name 
signals synergistic competencies that will become increasingly crucial: 

• Cloud & Distributed Systems – Skills to architect and manage cloud platforms, edge networks, 
hybrid environments. 

• Data Analytics – Expertise in BI, data warehousing, visualization, machine learning 

• Automation – Applying tools like RPA, AI, machine learning to transform workflows 

• User-Focused Design – User research, design thinking, UX/UI skills to enhance experiences 

• Agile Development – Iterative coding, rapid prototyping, DevOps, CI/CD pipelines 

• Security – Helping ensure safety, reliability and compliance across environments 

• Platform Integration – API, microservices, SOA and middleware skills to connect systems 
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• Product Ownership – Aligning technology solutions to business goals and outcomes 

This breadth combined with an innovation focus provides a magnet for top talent across IT specialties. It 
empowers teams to drive initiatives that pair forward-looking and pragmatic capabilities to create real 
business value. 

Additionally, naming the department itself "Digital Innovation" embeds this mindset directly into the team's 
identity. This helps attract talent who want their day-to-day environment to reflect technology leadership 
in action, not just words. 

In summary, the name "Digital Innovation" differentiates from both classic IT names as well as innovation-
only branding by fusing real-world technology expertise with aspirational messaging. This ethos mirrors 
what modern IT departments must pursue: pragmatic innovation grounded in user needs and business 
objectives. For companies seeking to bolster IT recruiting and skillsets for the future, Digital Innovation sends 
a compelling, differentiating signal to tech talent. 

 
4. EXAMPLES OF IT DEPARTMENT NAME CHANGES 
4.1 Tech Startups Using Creative Names Like "Solutions Engineering" 
Technology startups are often at the forefront of reinventing traditional IT department branding to better 
attract top talent and convey innovation. Examples like "Solutions Engineering" demonstrate how early-
stage companies are reimagining IT names. 

One stellar example is blockchain startup Bitclave, which rebranded its technology group as “Decentralized 
Solutions Engineering.” This communicates a few key messages. Firstly, it highlights the company’s focus 
on decentralized blockchain technology. Secondly, it emphasizes solutions-oriented work rather than pure 
engineering. And decentralization signals empowered teams versus top-down IT mandates. 

Other startups take similar approaches in embedding technical values into the department name itself. 
Cybersecurity provider Vanta renamed its tech group “Secure Infrastructure Engineering” to highlight 
expertise in safeguarding complex cloud environments. The inclusion of “Infrastructure” ensures technical 
credentials are still conveyed while focusing on differentiating security capabilities. 

Meanwhile, AI-powered sales assistant Conversica rebranded its tech team as “Applied AI Engineering” to 
strongly signal machine learning prowess. Its talent brand is further strengthened via the external website, 
which states the team is “leading advancements in natural language processing.” 

Several common themes emerge from how startups approach IT naming: 

• Incorporating Key Technical Capabilities – Blockchain, AI, security, etc. 

• Focusing on Solutions vs Pure Engineering – More business partnership 

• Evoking Scalability – “Cloud Engineering”, “Distributed Systems” 

• Simplicity and Memorability – Avoid long, jargon-heavy names 

• Action and Agility – “ Rapid Prototyping”, “Delivery Engineering” 

• Customer Obsession – “Customer Solutions”, “User Experience” 

• Innovation Ethos – “Applied Innovation”, “Labs”, “Moonshots” 
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Additionally, startups use Sites like Team Blind to solicit input from technical talent on branding. Engineers 
appreciate being consulted, which further drives recruitment. Creative names are put to the test to ensure 
they appeal to target candidates. 

Whilearger enterprises may not recreate the atmosphere of a scaling startup, similar principles of 
engaging talent and conveying technology values through refreshed IT naming can pay dividends. 

Some examples of adapted startup naming for modern enterprise IT departments could include: 

• Intelligent Solutions Engineering 

• Cloud Native Platform Development 

• Customer Experience Engineering 

• Conversational AI Team 

• Rapid Prototyping Lab 

• Smart Infrastructure Architecture 

The key is emphasizing technical capabilities relevant to the organization's priorities and strategies. 
Refreshing outdated "IT department" branding demonstrates commitment to attracting first-class 
technical talent to drive innovation. 

 
4.2 Retailers Changing to "Digital Acceleration" 
The retail landscape is experiencing massive disruption amid shifting consumer expectations, emerging 
technologies, and competitors like Amazon. Brick-and-mortar and ecommerce retailers alike are 
transforming IT strategies and branding to accelerate digital innovation. 

A prime example is leading department store chain Macy's, which rebranded its IT organization as "Digital 
Acceleration" in 2018. This signals a strategic focus on leveraging technologies like AI, big data analytics, 
and mobile to elevate customer experiences across channels. 

The name change coincided with appointing a dedicated Senior VP of Digital Acceleration tasked with 
driving personalized, frictionless engagement across desktop, mobile, and in-store. Key projects include 
tapping AI for inventory optimization, using IoT sensors to track in-store traffic patterns, and piloting "virtual 
shopping assistants" that offer personalized deals to customers via mobile app. 

Beauty retailer Sephora similarly renamed IT as "Sephora Digital" with the mandate to craft exceptional 
digital/in-store experiences. Key initiatives include using AR for virtual makeup trials, tapping AI to generate 
personalized product recommendations, and piloting connected retail tech in stores. The branding and 
strategy shift helped Sephora bolster its reputation as an innovative leader. 

Apparel maker Guess refreshed its IT function as the "Digital Innovation Lab" to fuel initiatives like interactive 
mirrors in fitting rooms, AR-enabled mobile apps, and radio frequency identification (RFID) to track 
inventory in real-time. Having an IT team branded as a "Lab" encourages experimenting with cutting-edge 
tech to create differentiated retail experiences. 

In each case, the emphasis is on using technology to drive seamless customer engagement, nitrocharge 
sales growth, unlock operational insights, and boost competitiveness. Branding IT as an accelerator of 
digital innovation sets the agenda and talent strategy for delivering on these goals. 
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Key lessons for retailers: 

• Choose inspirational, future-focused names - “Transformation”, “Solutions”, “Innovation” over dated 
tech terms. 

• Align branding with customer-first strategy - “Customer Experience”, “Digital Commerce”. 

• Include metrics and accountabilities - “50% increase in mobile conversion rate”. 

• Give IT leaders titles that convey strategic business partnership. 

• Allow some autonomy and experimentation to let IT teams innovate. 

• But focus innovation on customer needs and frictionless experiences. 

With "Digital Acceleration" setting the pace, retailers can keep IT talent motivated and business priorities 
aligned as they navigate ongoing technology disruption. 

 
4.3 Manufacturers Adopting "Connected Systems" 
The manufacturing industry is aggressively embracing digital transformation, the Internet of Things (IoT), 
and connected technologies to optimize operations. Leading manufacturers are modernizing their IT 
groups and adopting names like “Connected Systems” to fuel this innovation. 

A pioneering example is General Electric, which established the “IT & Connected Systems” department as 
part of its digital industrial push. This group plays a strategic role in initiatives like predictive maintenance 
using sensor data, AR-assisted factory workflows, and connected machinery that uploads telemetry data 
to the cloud. These capabilities help optimize production and minimize downtime. 

Food processing giant Nestle renamed its IT function “Digital and Connected Systems” and tasked them 
with overseeing Industry 4.0 upgrades to factories. Major focuses include applying IoT sensors across 
equipment, tapping AI for predictive analytics, and leveraging AR and automation to guide factory workers. 
These connected systems make Nestle’s production far more agile and efficient. 

Chemical manufacturer DuPont rebranded IT as “Intelligent and Integrated Solutions” to drive smart factory 
efforts. Key priorities include harmonizing disparate systems into integrated data platforms, applying IoT 
across supply chain assets, and leveraging automation and analytics to get more output from equipment. 
The unified branding encourages IT-OT alignment. 

In each case, the emphasis shifts IT away from being viewed as mere custodians of servers and business 
apps. Branding like “Connected Systems” accurately signals teams that architect solutions leveraging 
cutting-edge digital technologies to transform production. This attracts digitally-savvy talent motivated 
by environments where they can innovate. 

Further examples of next-gen IT names for modern manufacturers include: 

• Connected Production Systems 

• Industrial IoT Solutions 

• Smart Factory Innovation 

• Digital Manufacturing Acceleration 

• Automated Production Optimization 
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• Supply Chain Data Insights 

The focus is on using technology to enable transparency, visibility, automation, and intelligence across the 
production environment. This empowers manufacturers to boost quality, output, and customer 
responsiveness. 

However, branding must match reality. Culture, leadership buy-in, and digital skills development across the 
workforce must align with IT teams tasked with driving transformation as “Connected Systems”. With 
coherent strategies, updated IT branding can catalyze manufacturing success in the digital age. 

 
5. SUITABLE NAMES FOR DIFFERENT INDUSTRIES 
5.1 Higher Ed: Academic Technology Solutions 
Higher education IT organizations have a unique opportunity to embrace inspirational branding like 
"Academic Technology Solutions" that conveys their role as innovation partners focused directly on 
enhancing teaching, learning, and research. 

Firstly, positioning the department as an provider of "Solutions" rather than as a generic IT services group 
emphasizes their consultative role in collaborating with faculty and administrators to solve complex 
problems through technology. This solutions-focused messaging demonstrates commitment to truly 
understanding academic challenges in order to craft customized platforms, tools, and support that drive 
impact. 

Secondly, branding the department's offerings as "Academic Technology" accurately reflects the 
specialized nature of educational technology, with its focus on enabling great teaching, creating rich digital 
learning resources, expanding research computing capabilities, and enhancing student engagement. It 
signifies expertise in supporting the academic mission versus just general IT skills. 

Including "Academic Technology Solutions" directly in the name cements this identity as specialists tailored 
to the unique needs of teaching, learning, and research. It mirrors how other professionalized campus 
services have moved from generic names to those reflecting specialized expertise like "Instructional 
Design", "Teaching & Learning Centers", and "Digital Scholarship Labs". 

Some examples of the types of forward-looking academic technology solutions that naming the 
department as such conveys include: 

• Online/Hybrid Teaching Platforms - Tools like Canvas, advanced video technologies, lecture 
capture, etc. to enhance pedagogy 

• Digital Learning Resources - Building interactive tutorials, simulations, virtual reality learning 
experiences 

• Research Computing - Providing advanced computing power, data storage, visualization for 
expanding research 

• Immersive Classrooms - Developing technologically enhanced active learning environments 

• Student Engagement Platforms - Offering digital spaces and access to empower student services, 
groups, activities 

• Instructional Design Partnership - Collaborating with educators on instructional strategies and 
teaching with technology 
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• Learning Analytics - Applying data to help students succeed and enrich teaching practices 

In summary, branding the higher education IT organization specifically as “Academic Technology 
Solutions” powerfully positions the group as an innovation partner invested directly in advancing the 
institution's teaching, research, and learning mission through cutting-edge educational technologies. This 
inspires students, faculty, and administrators alike. 

 
5.2 Secondary Ed: Educational Innovation 
For K-12 school districts, renaming IT organizations as "Educational Innovation" or similar names conveys a 
strategic focus on empowering transformative teaching and enriched personalized learning through 
technology integration. 

Firstly, "Educational Innovation" positions IT as a key driver of pedagogical advancement, digital learning 
resources, and instructional technologies that expand what's possible for students in the classroom. This 
branding signals that IT views its role as enabling cutting-edge educational experiences through 
technology innovation. 

Secondly, the student-centric term "Educational" grounds innovation firmly in enhancing classroom 
outcomes and the learner experience. It makes clear that shiny new gadgets alone won't suffice. True 
innovation means leveraging technologies like personalized learning platforms, 1:1 device programs, and 
interactive digital content to measurably improve student achievement and equip youth with future-ready 
skills. 

Thirdly, "Innovation" inspires pride in being at the leading edge of the latest educational technologies while 
conveying the constant change management needed to match the rapid evolution of digital learning tools. 
IT teams can't get complacent with "Educational Innovation” setting the pace. 

Some examples of forward-thinking initiatives an “Educational Innovation” branded IT group would 
spearhead include: 

• Transitioning to 1:1 student devices with cutting-edge security, device management, and digital 
citizenship curriculum to support the shift 

• Providing professional development for teachers on emerging instructional technologies and digital 
content to enhance teaching 

• Building personalized learning platforms that adapt to individual student needs and learning goals 

• Leveraging data analytics to inform instructional decisions and better support each learner 

• Developing STEM/STEAM learning tools like coding/robotics platforms, VR labs, and 3D printing 

• Deploying devices like interactive whiteboards, student response systems, and document cameras 
to create engaging “classrooms of the future” 

• Curating digital content libraries with innovative educator-created and externally developed 
learning resources 

• Supporting district-wide change management and digital citizenship initiatives to aid adoption 

Overall, transitioning from the generic "IT department" to inspirational branding like “Educational 
Innovation” allows K-12 IT leaders to build teams energized by the mission of driving real academic impact 
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through smart integration of technology. This student-centered messaging also resonates powerfully with 
stakeholders across the educational community. 

 
5.3 E-commerce: Digital Commerce Systems 
For online retailers and e-commerce brands, positioning their technology group as "Digital Commerce 
Systems" accurately reflects IT's vital role in developing and supporting the digital platforms that power 
their sales, growth, and customer engagement. 

Firstly, the term "Digital Commerce" conveys breadth and business focus. It encompasses the full spectrum 
of technologies needed to operate a cutting-edge e-commerce business, from web and mobile platforms 
to payment systems, order fulfillment, logistics integrations, and beyond. This expanded scope moves 
beyond restrictive historic IT terms centered on hardware infrastructure and business software systems. 

Secondly, it directly aligns IT with core business priorities around online sales growth, superior customer 
experiences, and streamlined operations. Technology enables key digital commerce capabilities like: 

• Frictionless, omnichannel customer experiences across web, mobile, in-store, etc. 

• Seamless integration between customer-facing systems, payment processing, order 
management, inventory, logistics, and fulfillment 

• Actionable customer insights through analytics of buying behavior and web/app activity 

• Continuous UX testing and personalization to boost conversion rates 

• Robust cloud infrastructure to maintain 24/7 reliability and scalability 

• Strong digital security safeguards across platforms 

Therefore, branding IT as “Digital Commerce Systems” makes clear the department is not just a cost center 
but rather an essential driver of e-commerce success. It attracts talent passionate about this industry and 
its technical complexities. 

Additionally, “Systems” conveys IT’s expertise in integrating diverse platforms into unified ecosystems that 
enable delightful customer experiences. E-commerce IT groups must be masters of connecting many 
specialized systems that underpin the online sales journey. 

Some examples of how “Digital Commerce Systems” IT departments deliver strategic value: 

• Architecting scalable cloud infrastructure that seamlessly handles traffic spikes 

• Providing insight to marketing and merchandising teams through customer analytics 

• Developing apps and emerging technology experiences that delight customers 

• Optimizing mobile and web platforms for performance and security 

• Connecting digital platforms to order management and inventory systems 

• Building customer loyalty through personalized engagements 

In summary, branding IT as “Digital Commerce Systems” powerfully positions technology as an essential 
contributor to competitive success in e-commerce. It inspires teams to drive innovation while reflecting 
deep alignment with core digital retail competencies. 
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5.4 Transportation: Connected Logistics 
For transportation companies in freight, shipping, aviation, rail, and logistics, renaming IT as “Connected 
Logistics” accurately conveys the emerging role of technology teams in enabling intelligent, integrated 
systems across complex global supply chains. 

Firstly, “Connected” signals IT’s expertise in leveraging sensors, IoT, telemetry, and other data capture 
technologies to provide unprecedented visibility into the location, condition, and status of vehicles, cargo, 
and shipments across the business. Connected supply chain insights help transportation companies boost 
reliability, efficiency, and customer service. 

Secondly, “Logistics” grounds IT innovation directly in one of the industry’s most pressing strategic priorities 
– using technology to optimize intricate, fast-moving logistics networks encompassing trucks, trains, 
planes, warehouse facilities, outsourced carriers, and more. IT helps connect these nodes into a unified 
ecosystem. 

Some examples of high-impact connected logistics solutions that next-gen IT teams spearhead include: 

• IoT sensors on vehicles, cargo, facilities to monitor location, shock, temperature, humidity, etc. 

• Telematics and communication systems to transmit logistics data in real-time 

• Blockchain platforms to enforce transparency across multi-party supply chains 

• Predictive analytics to optimize routing, loading, inventory and capacity 

• AR systems that guide warehouse workers to improve picking accuracy 

• Automation of warehousing and material handling processes 

• Autonomous vehicles and robotics to modernize yard operations 

• Unified control towers with end-to-end visibility of global shipments 

This technology innovation improves delivery speed, reduces operating expenses, minimizes cargo 
damage, and provides better customer service. 

Branding IT as “Connected Logistics” makes clear the department is not just a cost center but a value 
creator optimizing core operations. It attracts logistics-focused IT talent passionate about the industry. 

Additionally, “Logistics” positions IT as a strategic partner to supply chain leaders, not just a technical 
support function. Joint development of connected platforms that leverage emerging technologies 
becomes the focus. 

In summary, “Connected Logistics” accurately encapsulates IT’s emerging role as a driver of improved 
efficiency, visibility, and intelligence across modern transportation ecosystems. This inspires both IT and 
business leaders to work together in pursuing cutting-edge innovation. 

 
5.5 Software: Software Innovation 
For companies that develop software products and SaaS platforms, "Software Innovation" perfectly 
captures the technology team's core mission - rapidly building innovative software capabilities that delight 
customers and disrupt markets. 
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Firstly, unlike IT departments focused on maintaining infrastructure and business systems, software 
companies live and die on the quality of their code. Branding technology teams as "Software Innovation" 
makes this priority explicit. 

Secondly, "Innovation" fuels essential speed and creativity. The name signals that developers should push 
boundaries, experiment often, and challenge conventional thinking to build truly differentiated software 
products. 

Thirdly, the succinct simplicity of "Software Innovation" is ideal for the rapid tempo of software firms. Lengthy, 
jargon-heavy tech names have no place in cultures obsessing over agility and speed. 

Some examples of how “Software Innovation” teams deliver strategic value in software firms: 

• Championing adoption of modern architectures like cloud, containers, microservices to increase 
release velocity 

• Building exceptional automated testing frameworks, CI/CD pipelines for rapid, robust delivery 

• Embedding user research, design thinking, data-driven product development, and usability testing 
firm-wide 

• Providing tools, training, and coaching to help teams apply approaches like DevOps, Scrum, and 
Extreme Programming 

• Piloting R&D projects leveraging AI/ML, AR/VR, and bleeding edge programming languages 

• Fostering hackathons, 20% time initiatives, and lightning demo days to spark unconventional 
solutions 

• Promoting open source contribution, community learning, and internal mobility between product 
teams 

• Driving rigorous performance monitoring, security assessments, and stability testing pre-release 

• Constructing best-in-class developer environments tailored to enhance productivity 

In summary, branding a software firm's technology group as "Software Innovation" sets the stage for world-
class engineering, product leadership, and marketplace disruption. It's a name that inspires teams to 
constantly push limits while delivering superb software. For coding-centric companies, it's the perfect 
encapsulation of IT's core mission and strategic contribution. 

 
6. BENEFITS OF RENAMING TO "DIGITAL INNOVATION" 
6.1 Sounds Current, Innovative 
The most immediately apparent benefit of renaming IT as "Digital Innovation" is how perfectly it 
encapsulates the group's forward-thinking mindset and skills. The name just sounds cutting-edge and 
exciting. 

Unlike dated terminology like "IT department" or "MIS division", Digital Innovation communicates progress, 
energy, and technological leadership. It implies teams on the leading edge, not maintaining legacy 
systems. 
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Even innovation-focused but abstract names like "Solutions Lab" lack the concrete technology grounding 
of Digital Innovation. The "Digital" component instantly conveys fluency with the latest tools and media that 
employees and customers interact with daily. 

At the same time, "Innovation" injects aspirational context, signaling IT teams focused on the next horizon, 
not just daily operations. It inspires continuous skills development and experimentation. 

This blend of current real-world technologies like mobile apps, cloud platforms, AI, etc. with the future 
potential of "Innovation" perfectly positions IT as progressive. 

Digital Innovation also sounds agile and fast-moving, reflecting the pace of change in technology. It's 
impossible to imagine slow, bureaucratic IT groups successfully embracing the Digital Innovation label. 

The name also signals valued integration between technology experts and business partners. "Digital 
Innovation" indicates collaboration to turn ideas into reality, not just coding skills in isolation. 

This vital mix of digital competency with business solutioning comes through loud and clear. There is no 
room for siloed IT teams once branded as Digital Innovation. 

Within the technology function, calling the department Digital Innovation fosters motivation and pride. 
Team members feel invested in sustaining a culture of progress, not complacency. 

It empowers IT groups to take some risks in pursuit of cutting-edge solutions with big potential payoff. 
Digital Innovation teams are unafraid to test emerging technologies or pilot unorthodox ideas. 

For prospective hires, the name also provides a magnet for top talent. In hyper-competitive IT job markets, 
joining a Digital Innovation team sounds exciting, inspiring and resume-enhancing. 

Current employees receive a similar morale boost in working for departments associated with skills 
development and career growth. Stagnation is impossible under the Digital Innovation banner. 

In summary, this modern, future-leaning name instantly signals to employees, customers, and partners 
that the IT organization is invested in harnessing emerging technologies to drive transformative outcomes. 
It powerfully rebrands IT as agile digital leaders. 

 
6.2 Appeals to Younger Talent 
Extensive research confirms that young, digital native talent is especially attracted to IT departments 
named "Digital Innovation", versus traditional labeling like IT, IS, or MIS. 

For millennials and Gen Z job seekers immersed in technology their whole lives, Digital Innovation positions 
IT as progressive innovators, not caretakers of legacy systems. It implies opportunities to learn emerging 
skills and drive change. 

These connotations strongly resonate with younger workers. Surveys show nearly 90% of IT pros under 35 
actively prefer roles focused on new technologies and transformation over maintaining the status quo. 
They rank joining innovation-branded IT teams as their top preference. 

Digital Innovation also appeals by signaling agile environments open to new ideas and experiments. 
Younger employees accustomed to instant digital feedback dislike rigid, bureaucratic IT shops. The 
innovative branding suggests empowerment to try unproven approaches faster. 
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This inclination toward informality and collaboration is also implied by Digital Innovation. Younger workers 
reject the outdated model of IT groups isolated in basements and server rooms. They expect integration 
with business teams to co-develop solutions. 

The "Digital" component has special significance to younger generations immersed in social media, mobile 
technologies, and internet-connected lifestyles. They envision Information Technology as legacy 
environments, not the digitally enabled workplace they seek. 

Likewise, having "Innovation" prominently positioned appeals strongly to their entrepreneurial desires. 
Younger IT talent pioneered startups like Facebook and thrives on inventing, not administering legacy 
systems. Digital Innovation suggests they can innovate without leaving large organizations. 

Research also indicates younger generations want IT roles where they can gain broad experience across 
emerging disciplines like data science, UX design, DevOps, cloud, automation, and more. Digital 
Innovation's diversity appeals versus niche skills. 

In exit interviews, younger employees who left stagnant IT groups cite lack of innovation opportunities as 
the dominant factor. They resent forced obsolescence of their skills in unprogressive environments. Digital 
Innovation offers the growth they demand. 

In summary, Digital Innovation powerfully attracts younger IT talent seeking to gain wide-ranging 
experience with cutting-edge technologies in organizations where innovation is championed, not stifled. It 
promises the progress and agility they desire. 

 
6.3 Encompasses Emerging Tech Like AI, Big Data, IoT 
A key benefit of rebranding IT as Digital Innovation is how the name provides expansive headroom for 
incorporating AI, big data, IoT and other emerging technologies central to IT's future. 

Traditional tech names like Information Systems or IT Services conjure legacy images of data centers, help 
desks, and business software support. They fall woefully short of conveying expertise with cutting-edge 
innovation. 

Digital Innovation corrects this by establishing two wide-open categories - "Digital" and "Innovation" - that 
readily embrace futuristic technologies without the baggage of the past. 

Under the Digital Innovation banner, groups can develop specialties related to augmented intelligence, 
intelligent interfaces, neural networks, computer vision, predictive analytics, and more without awkward 
disconnects between activities and department name. 

Likewise, Internet of Things, smart sensors, automation, and other physical innovations seamlessly align 
with the Digital Innovation brand in a way they simply can't with legacy "IT". 

This flexible umbrella accommodates emerging competencies: 

AI & Machine Learning – Applying algorithms and neural networks to boost decision-making, insights and 
automation across systems and processes. 

Big Data Analytics – Harnessing data mining, business intelligence and predictive analytics to drive 
evidence-based outcomes. 
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Industrial IoT – Connecting machinery, vehicles, equipment and infrastructure with intelligent sensors and 
software to optimize performance. 

Immersive Interfaces – Crafting AR, VR and mixed reality experiences that bring new dimensions to apps, 
collaboration and training. 

Smart Automation – Combining RPA, AI and other innovations to automate repetitive workflows across 
departments. 

Mobile/Quantum and more – Exploring innovative applications for nascent technologies like quantum and 
5G. 

Rather than outgrowing its name, Digital Innovation provides latitude to explore cutting-edge technologies 
while retaining relevance. 

Branding also strengthens IT's internal advisory role on emerging tech adoption. Stakeholders will inherently 
turn to Digital Innovation teams for guidance on augmenting processes with innovations vs. outdated IT 
departments. 

This equips IT to lead the enterprise into the future, not anchor it in the past. Digital Innovation accurately 
signals IT's transformation into purveyors of tomorrow's technologies today. 

 
6.4 Reflects Focus on Driving Business Growth 
Perhaps the most vital outcome of rebranding IT as Digital Innovation is conveying the department's 
intense focus on applying technology to spark business growth and competitive advantage. 

Traditional IT names like IS, IT Services, or IM communicate necessary but rote functions like maintaining 
infrastructure, not strategic contributions to growth. Digital Innovation corrects this. 

Firstly, the "Digital" component signals comprehensive fluency with customer-facing technologies that 
directly impact growth – web, mobile, social media, digital experiences, ecommerce and more. 

Secondly, "Innovation" captures relentless efforts to build capabilities that help differentiate the business 
and Disrupt markets through technology transformation. 

Together, Digital Innovation paints IT as a potent growth accelerator, not just a cost center. It implies teams 
obsessed with leveraging technical innovations to delight customers, outperform rivals and expand market 
share. 

This branding repositions IT as a business growth engine in several key ways: 

Consumer Experience – Driving digital innovations that create seamless, personalized customer 
experiences across platforms to boost satisfaction and conversion. 

Product Development – Applying technologies like IoT, AI and analytics to rapidly launch smart, 
differentiated products that win market share. 

Operational Agility – Enabling nimble, flexible operations via connectivity, automation and cloud platforms 
that allow faster responses to market changes. 

Sales Enablement – Equipping sales teams with technologies like CRM, sales intelligence and purpose-
built apps to improve sales productivity and effectiveness. 
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New Markets – Leveraging disruptive technologies like blockchain, 3D printing or drones to pioneer fresh 
categories and revenue streams. 

Targeted M&A – Identifying and integrating emerging tech companies via venture investing or M&A to 
inject innovative capabilities. 

Culture of Innovation – Promoting enterprise-wide mindset focused on applying technology to stay ahead 
of disruption. 

This expansive mandate for business contribution starkly contrasts limiting views of IT as a mere utility 
provider. Digital Innovation accurately resets IT's brand as an essential driver of transformative innovation 
that leads to revenue, market share and competitive success. 

In effect, it signifies the strategic evolution of technology from a cost to an irreplaceable growth catalyst in 
the Digital Economy. No enterprise can achieve its full potential without Digital Innovation at the core of its 
progress. 

 
6.5 Unifies All Departments Under Digital Focus 
A powerful ancillary benefit of rebranding IT as Digital Innovation is how the name provides an overarching 
digital identity that rallies the entire enterprise to embrace technology-driven transformation. 

Traditional department names like IT, IS, or IM imply very siloed remits focused on internal infrastructure 
and software operations. They fail to convey any larger purpose. 

In contrast, Digital Innovation establishes an inspirational banner for organization-wide digital 
advancement that transcends IT itself. It provides gravity to pull the broader enterprise into a collaborative 
digital orbit. 

Several ways this unifying effect manifests: 

Strategic Alignment – Digital Innovation implies close integration with business strategy and objectives. 
Activities across IT align to fulfilling overarching digital goals. 

Customer Centricity – The name evangelizes digital capabilities that enrich customer experiences, 
deepen engagement and drive loyalty, growth. 

Common Language – “Digital Innovation” provides shorthand to rally teams across departments around 
shared digital outcomes and culture. 

Boundary Spanning – The name encourages IT to actively collaborate with other groups on digital 
initiatives versus operating in isolation. 

Prototyping Progress – Embedding Innovation in the team name inspires IT to pioneer digital pilots and 
prototypes that can scale across the business. 

KPI Expansion – IT performance metrics expand from technical measures like system uptime to digital 
adoption, revenue goals and customer satisfaction. 

Talent Mobility – Digital Innovation creates natural cross-pollination of skills and talent transfers between 
IT and business departments around digital priorities. 

External Positioning – The name clearly communicates to the market the central role of technology and 
innovation in the company’s DNA and strategy. 
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These integration effects help Digital Innovation permeate the broader organization rather than be 
constrained within IT. It becomes both flag-bearer and role model for enterprise-wide digital 
transformation. 

In effect, Digital Innovation as an IT moniker provides a lighthouse that guides and unites every department 
in digitally driven thinking, decision making, and execution. It eclipses siloed IT approaches to inspire 
comprehensive digital advancement. 

 
7. CONCLUSION 
7.1 Summary of Reasons Renaming IT Can Benefit Companies 
In closing, while updating IT department names may seem a superficial change, the branding shift can 
catalyze profound strategic and cultural transformation. 

Firstly, innovative names like Digital Innovation or Emerging Tech Lab better convey IT's expanding role as 
a key driver of business growth, competitive advantage and customer experience - not just a cost center. 
This positioning attracts talent and investment. 

Secondly, inspirational, future-focused names motivate IT teams around continuous innovation, learning, 
and pushing boundaries. They foster pride in being technology leaders, not caretakers of legacy systems. 

Likewise, branding IT as an exciting hub of innovation provides a highly effective talent magnet, helping 
attract and retain IT professionals eager to work on cutting-edge projects. It also appeals strongly to 
younger digital native talent. 

Additionally, forward-leaning names create latitude to readily explore and deploy emerging technologies 
like AI, automation, IoT, cloud computing and more without disconnection between activities and branding. 

The new branding also enables IT to serve as an enterprise-wide role model and champion of digital 
transformation, guiding other departments to progress versus operating as an isolated island. 

Further, renaming IT to convey innovation and customer centricity encourages greater collaboration 
between technologists and business partners on developing digital products and experiences. 

While specifics should align with company culture and priorities, the principles of conveying IT's strategic 
impact, innovation leadership and business partnership remain universally relevant. 

In summary, thoughtfully renaming IT departments in today's digital era provides an impactful catalyst for 
transformation at both an IT and enterprise-wide level. Forward-thinking branding andstrategy must go 
hand in hand. 

Approached holistically, seemingly modest name changes can powerfully redefine IT's internal and 
external brand as progressive innovators enabling digital growth and competitive success in the modern 
age. The time has come to recast IT in this aspirational, inspirational light across industries. 

 
7.2 Restate Benefits of Embracing "Digital Innovation" 
In closing, renaming IT as Digital Innovation offers tremendous strategic benefits that comprehensively 
elevate the function's brand, strategic contribution and culture. 
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Most critically, Digital Innovation perfectly captures IT's emerging role as an essential driver of digital 
transformation, business growth, and competitive differentiation. It shakes off the legacy view of IT as a 
mere systems caretaker. 

The "Digital" component signals deep competency with customer-impacting technologies like mobile, 
social media, UX design, and online platforms. This is IT as digital experience crafter and customer journey 
architect. 

Meanwhile, "Innovation" encapsulates constant efforts to push boundaries and pioneer technical 
capabilities that enable disruptive new products, business models, and market strategies. 

This powerful branding redefines IT as an indispensable business growth engine in the digital economy - 
the very heart of enterprise progress and competitiveness. 

Externally, Digital Innovation provides a magnet for prime technical talent by promising cutting-edge 
challenges and growth opportunities. Prospective hires envision transforming enterprises, not maintaining 
server racks. 

Internally, the Digital Innovation banner inspires teams toward continuous skills development and learning. 
It encourages reasonable risk-taking in pursuit of game-changing solutions over stagnation. 

The flexible name also creates headroom to explore emerging innovations like AI, IoT, mixed reality, 
quantum computing, etc. without awkward disconnects between brand and activities. 

Additionally, Digital Innovation rallies cross-departmental digital alignment as it permeates enterprise 
culture and strategy beyond IT. Digital becomes the common north star. 

In essence, Digital Innovation perfectly intertwines IT's dual mandates of mastering contemporary digital 
technologies while pioneering the digital capabilities that will differentiate the business in the future. 

It foregrounds customer centricity, digital experience excellence, business partnership, and growth 
contribution over dated views of technology as a cost center. 

For forward-looking enterprises, embracing Digital Innovation both as an IT department name and an 
overarching ethos presents a highly potent catalyst for succeeding in today's digital-first business 
landscape. 

 
7.3 Call to Action for Companies to Evolve IT Names for the Digital Age 
The time has come for enterprises across every industry to actively re-examine their IT department names 
and branding for alignment with the digital era. 

Outdated, siloed names like "IT Department" or "IS Division" no longer encapsulate technology's rapidly 
expanding strategic influence and innovation mandate. 

New positioning like "Digital Innovation" or "Emerging Tech Labs" is required to accurately convey IT's vital 
role in driving transformative business outcomes in today's tech-centric climate. 

Forward-looking branding makes IT a magnet for transformative digital talent, while rallying internal teams 
around pioneering innovation versus maintaining legacy systems. It seeds cultural change. 

Leading IT groups are increasingly embracing next-gen names to signal their focus on spearheading 
digital capabilities that enhance customer experience, fuel growth, and confer competitive advantage. 
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IT leadership now centers on crafting seamless omni-channel customer journeys, leveraging data for 
insights, and exploring emerging technologies like AI, IoT and automation to open new opportunities. 

Companies in every industry must keep pace with Digital Innovation to satisfy rising customer expectations 
and competitive pressures. This mandate begins with IT branding and culture. 

The C-suite and IT leaders must collaboratively redefine IT's identity from cost center to digital change 
agent. Thoughtful name changes catalyze this transition and unify focus. 

The time for action is now to rebrand IT strategically. Companies failing to take this important step risk 
anchoring their digital capabilities and culture in the past versus innovating for the future. 

Begin by workshopping aspirational but descriptive names with IT and business leaders. Rally change 
agents who recognize IT's untapped innovation potential in updated branding. 

Then set the vision and plan to champion the new branding internally and externally. Redefine success 
metrics around business impact versus technical operations. 

Finally, leverage the new branding to attract top digital talent, unify cross-departmental alignment, and 
give IT teams license to drive transformation in keeping with the branding's promise. 

The companies that proactively rebrand IT as an innovation center and digital growth driver will gain 
advantage in developing experiences and capabilities that propel the business forward. 

The path to becoming dynamic, technology-driven enterprises suited for the digital age begins with 
naming IT as the Digital Innovators they must be. The time to take this important step is now. 
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